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Epiphanies
for my son Gabriel

Coming into the light:
I thought I knew
you, yet find each new
angle reflects an unseen, unknown,
un-named-as-yet …
String of mysteries,
which star-points guide the way?
We love, lean in the dark, let go,
fumble with words that can’t
go where we want them to …
and stumble in —
to a fresh dawning:
there are many rooms in my father’s house…

First
I discover you within me, in
the swell of my belly,
poke of tiny elbow-tip,
and strong kick
in my ribs, I marvel
when I eat bread, I am feeding
you also.

Stars shine down;
three travellers point
to a strange and wonderful
constellation, fixed
above sifting sands, follow its
soft radiance, which illuminates
an invisible trail of glistening
eye-whites that widen
as they hear the story.

You are born
into such din and confusion ?
you surprise even us:
sleeping amid harsh noises,
your tiny ribcage
rises and falls in waves
that swell with newly-delivered promise.
we feel safer, somehow,
in this alien place.


Wings fan the midnight winds,
unearthly aurora,
as whispers wake sheep-watchers
and tell them astounding things …
tidings that guide them to see
the lambing they have known
with new eyes.

I am amazed
by his tiny, wise visage.
He coos at shadows and nods
as if speaking to spirits
in infant tongue. Even
the grasses bend closer to listen.
I ponder: it is I
who must learn a new language.
Simeon tells me
he has waited all his life
to bless our child with a kiss,
recognizing him not with
the aged, sun-winced eyes, but
the lamp of the heart.

Street-vendors peddle and prance
alongside the wagon. Do you want this?
Do you need that? A trinket, a bauble?
Where are you going, little family?
Then they fall to silence
when he says
(strange authority despite his age),
“Where I am going
you do not know the way.”
“Take me!” they cry.





I worry and wonder what I did
to have lost you
along the path. We both
had an inkling … yet I
missed the larger road-view, and now
must let go
of my map, let you chart
your own way
and thus mine.

In the temple
I find many places to look;
finally see
a slant of light above a crowd.
I realize in this moment,
my joy and anger equal
to my relief, that you are found,
that I will have to make my way
new every day:
to come to fully know who you are.


The crowd makes space
for this twelve-year-old — what,
what do we call him?
He tells us things that we never
knew we knew until this moment
when the clouds part and
a ray pierces through.
It is like we are out
from under some shadow,
some net or veil — and he
is the sun.
“Let us pitch a tent here,”
we implore.

— Kate Marshall Flaherty
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